General Rules
1. Resorts World Catskills (“RWC”) reserves the right to add, delete, or change these Sports
Wagering House Rules and/or payoff odds subject to approval of the New York State Gaming
Commission (the “Commission”).
2. Patrons must be 21 years of age or older to place a wager or collect winnings.
3. The minimum amount for a sports wager is $2 for wagers placed at a kiosk and $5 for wagers
placed with a cashier. The maximum wager amount permitted is based on the sport, league and
type of wager to be placed. The maximum wager amount permitted will be specified on the
screen of the kiosk, and at the cashier window, when the wager is placed. RWC does not
guarantee that a wager for the maximum amount shall be accepted. Wagers may be made in
cash, vouchers, gaming chips or validated wagering tickets of value or any other form of
payment approved by the commission.
4. The maximum total payout for single winning wagering ticket for sports wagers placed with RWC
is $200,000 (the “Maximum Daily Pay-out”) and a maximum of $25,000 paid in cash.
5. A winning wagering ticket shall be deemed lapsed and ineligible for payment one year after the
date of the last sports event that forms the basis of such wager. The time stamp on wagering
tickets is Eastern time zone.
6. RWC is not responsible for lost, stolen, altered or unreadable tickets. Lost or stolen ticket claims
may be paid upon presentation of supporting information or documentation.
7. Winning tickets with a payout of less than $10,000 may be redeemed for payment at a cashier
window in RWC’s sports lounge. Winning tickets with a payout of $10,000 or more may be
redeemed for payment at a private cashier window located at RWC’s main casino cage. Winning
tickets may also be redeemed by mail (see back of ticket for specific instructions to redeem by
mail).
8. All wagers will be settled based on American odds.
• American odds are expressed as whole numbers with a minus (-) or plus (+) sign in front of
the number. The (–) and (+) on a sports betting line indicates both the prospective payout
and whether the selection is the favorite or the underdog.
• If the number is a (-), the odds indicate how much money will need to be wagered to win
$100 and it signifies the favorite on the betting line.
• If the number is a (+), the odds indicate how much money could be won for every $100
wagered and it signifies the underdog on the betting line.
• The numbers are the manner in which the odds are expressed and does not indicate a
minimum wager.
9. RWC reserves right to refuse the entire, or any part of a, sports wager for any reason at RWC’s
sole discretion. Requested wagers may be reviewed, and an alternative price/line or wager may
be offered at RWC’s sole discretion. RWC reserves the right to void any or all wagers made by
any patron or group of patrons that RWC suspects are not in the best interests, or could affect
the integrity, of sports, sports wagering, with NYSGC approval.

10. Sports wagers must be placed at a cashier window in the sports wagering lounge or at a sports
wagering kiosk. Sports wagers will not be accepted through an agent or via email, telephone, fax,
etc.
11. RWC reserves the right to refuse and/or cancel the whole, or any part of, a sports wager prior to
the start of the event and to make ambiguous wagers void.
12. Patrons may not cancel or change a wager once the event has started or the event has been
locked out. Patrons are responsible for verifying the wagering ticket for accuracy prior to leaving
the sports wagering cashier window or sports wagering kiosk. Wagers placed at the Kiosk are
final and cannot be canceled or voided. Once a wager is accepted, wagering tickets may not be
altered or voided except at the discretion of RWC.
13. Generally, sports wagers will be accepted up to the start time of the contest. For the purposes of
in-play wagers, patrons should be aware that transmissions described as “live” by some
broadcasters may actually be delayed or pre-recorded. The extent of any delay may vary
depending on the set-up through which pictures and/or data is received. In-play wagers may take
longer to process.
14. RWC shall void any wagers received after the lock time disclosed for such wager. In addition,
RWC reserves the right to void any wagers if it has reason to believe that such wager was placed
after the outcome of the event, or partial event, on which the wager was placed is known or after
the selected participant or team has gained a material advantage (e.g. a score, sending off etc.).
RWC will not accept the past posting of wagers.
15. RWC shall not knowingly accept any wager from any prohibited sports pool participant. No
prohibited sports pool participant is permitted to make such a wager or collect winnings from
any such wager, which wager shall be deemed void. Any person who is a direct or indirect legal
or beneficial owner of 10 percent or greater of a sports governing body or any of such body’s
member teams shall not place or accept wagers on a sports event in which any member team of
such sports governing body participates. Any employee of a sports governing body or member
team who is not prohibited from wagering must register with the Commission prior to placing a
sports wager.
16. RWC reserves the right to withhold payment and to void wagers on an event if RWC becomes
aware of or reasonably suspects that the integrity of such sports event or occurrence within a
sports event has been affected or compromised.
17. Fixed payout parlay card wagers must consist of at least three selections that have not become
invalid or the wager will be void and will be refunded by RWC.
18. Events that have not started, are canceled in whole or in part or have not met the minimum
length to be official, will result in straight wagers being refunded by RWC. Provided, however, that
all wagers that have been settled prior to the time of cancelation will not be voided (i.e., if an
event with 4 quarters is canceled after the first quarter has been completed, wagers on
occurrences prior to the cancelation will remain valid). Parlay wagers that involve a cancelled
event will reduce to the next lowest number of selections.
19. Dead-heat rules: If two, or more, selections finish in the same position, and no odds have been
offered for a tied outcome (i.e., a dead-heat), the payout will be calculated by dividing the wager
amount by the number of winners in the event. Examples: In a two-way dead-heat (2 winners), a

$10 wager would become a $5 wager; in a three-way dead-heat (3 winners), a $9 wager placed at
10/1 would become a $3 wager placed at 10/1. Provided, however, that the odds are not
reduced.
20. Multiple wagers that could affect, or be affected by, each other will not be accepted and RWC
reserves the right to cancel such wagers.

21. All information supplied by RWC Sportsbook is done so in good faith. However, RWC
Sportsbook cannot accept liability for any errors or omissions in respect of any
information, such as the posting of prices, runners, times, scores, results or general
statistics.
22. The official result is final for settlement purposes except if specific rules provide otherwise.
23. Fraud and Collusion:
•

RWC reserves the right to treat multiple wagers as a single wager if a Patron places multiple
wagers of the same bet. When this occurs, all wagers may be voided apart from the first
wager placed. For example, if a selection is repeatedly included in multiple wagers involving
other short-priced selections.

•

If RWC determines that there is a series of wagers each containing the same (or very similar)
selection(s) having been placed by or for the same individual(s) or syndicate, RWC reserves
the right to void such wagers and suspend betting. This rule applies to both settled and
unsettled wagers.

•

RWC reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to restrict the total maximum pay out for the
combined total of wagers placed by a patron who has played in a professional capacity, or in
tandem with other patron(s) as part of a club, group, etc., or placed wagers in a coordinated
manner with other patrons(s) involving the same (or materially the same) selections to the
equivalent of the Maximum Daily Pay-out limit permitted for a single patron (as set forth in
rule 4 above).

•

RWC Sportsbook is for sole use on an individual basis and for personal entertainment only.

24. RWC does not offer wagers on:
•

any collegiate sport or collegiate athletic event that takes place in New York or a sport or
athletic event in which any New York college or university team participates regardless of
where the event takes place (provided, however, that RWC may offer wagers on other games
of a collegiate sport tournament or collegiate athletic tournament in which a New York
college or university team participates, and on games of a collegiate sport tournament or
collegiate athletic tournament that occur outside New York even though some of the
individual games or events are held in New York);

•

any horse race;

•

any amateur or youth sports event, except collegiate sports events approved by the
Commission;

•

any event that is not a sports event; and

•

any sports event on which the Commission deems wagering to be contrary to public policy,
either on the Commission’s own initiative or upon Commission affirmation of a request by a
league or governing body.

25. RWC will make every reasonable effort to resolve disputes. Any unresolved dispute or difference
that arises out of or in connection with wagers accepted by RWC shall be resolved as set forth in
the Commission’s regulations. For questions and complaints, contact:
Manager of Sportsbook Operations
Resorts World Catskills
888 Resorts World Drive
Monticello, NY 12701
(845) 428-7200
Sportsbook@RWCatskills.com

Patron retains the right to bring his/her complaint to the onsite Gaming Commission if they so
choose.
26. RWC does not recognize suspended games, protests, scoring amendments, result reversals and
overturned decisions for wagering purposes

All Futures - Wager Types and Rules
Futures wagers are wagers for a specified team, person, etc. to win a specified future event.
Examples include, but are not limited to: Pro Football Championship, US Open Golf Tournament,
Daytona 500, etc.
• On futures wagers involving a recognized sporting organization - i.e. Pro Football Championship,
Pro Baseball Championship, etc. - the winner, as determined by the league commissioner,
chairman, or other authoritative officer at the conclusion of the event will be declared the winner
for wagering purposes. If a university or college from the state of New York is declared the
winner of a futures event, all wagers on the market will be deemed as a loss. Wagers will not be
accepted on any New York collegiate sports team.
• Futures wagers that are originally offered seven (7) days or less from the start of the specified
event may allow refunds on specific non-starters.
• Futures wagers that are originally offered more than seven (7) days from the start of the
specified event will have NO refund (such event may have specific rules).
• All futures wagers are action regardless of team name changes or relocation.

Minimum Length of Play
For wagering purposes, unless otherwise stipulated in individual sports wagering rules, games are
official after:

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

BASEBALL (all) – five innings of play. If the home team is leading, the game is official after 4
½ innings (this will include softball). Thereafter, if a game is called or suspended, the winner
is determined by the score after the last full inning, unless the home team scores to tie or
take the lead in the bottom half of the inning, in which case the winner is determined by the
score at the time the game is called.
FOOTBALL (pro and college) – 55 minutes of play.
BASKETBALL (US pro) – 43 minutes of play; (US College, WNBA, NBA Summer League,
European) – 35 minutes of play.
HOCKEY (all) – 55 minutes of play.
GOLF – the result is official for wagering purposes provided that at least one round has been
completed by all players in the field.
MOTOR RACING – All wagers will be settled according to the official governing body results
reported at the conclusion of the race by the governing organization. Any changes to the
finishing order, after the official result, that occurs based on appeals, penalties or scoring
malfunctions, will be not be recognized.
SOCCER- the full 90 minutes of play plus injury time for 3-way, goal line, and totals.
BOXING and MIXED MARTIAL ARTS (all) – the bell (buzzer, etc.) is sounded signifying the
start of the opening round, the bout is considered official for wagering purposes, regardless
of the scheduled length. A full round is one in which the bell (buzzer, etc.) sounds, signifying
the conclusion of the round. If a fighter is counted out or the bout is officially stopped prior
to the next bell (buzzer, etc.), the round is not considered a full round for wagering purposes.
A “half round” is the scheduled round divided by two. For example, 1:30 into the 6th round of
a 3 minute per round fight is considered 5 ½ rounds for wagering purposes. If the fight ends
exactly half way through the round, the “over” will be considered the winner.
TENNIS – at least one set of the match must be completed.
RUGBY – 80 minutes of play.
ALL OTHER SPORTS – the conclusion of the scheduled length of play or scheduled time
limit.

Wagers and proposition bets are offered to patrons and settled throughout the duration of games
and events. Patrons are advised to check the individual sports rules sections for information on how
wagers are settled because Minimum Length of Play rules do not relate to all wagers offered to
patrons.

GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 877-8-HOPENY OR TEXT HOPENY (467369)*.
MUST BE 21 OR OVER TO GAMBLE.
*STANDARD RATES MAY APPLY.

